October 2016

It’s October – the leaves are turning all shades of red, yellow, and brown, and the first rain drops of the
season have already fallen. Since most of our rain in California falls during the period between October
and May, this is the beginning of the “sampling season” for many industrial facilities. But wait – remember,
you don’t need to go out and grab a sample every time it rains! The Industrial General Permit (2014-0057DWQ) only requires industrial dischargers to collect samples during a “qualifying storm event.” Unsure
what that is? Well, as we usually do at this time of year, we’re going to give you a quick refresher on
qualifying storm events.
FLOW FROM AT LEAST ONE OUTFALL
The first aspect of a qualifying storm event (or QSE) is that it
produces a discharge from at least one drainage area at your
facility. Keep in mind that there is not a specified rainfall amount
that automatically classifies as a qualifying storm event. Each
industrial site is different, and the same amount of rainfall at two
different sites does not necessarily mean they are both
discharging. However, for facilities that are mostly impervious,
we usually go by the tenth-of-an-inch rule of thumb – that is, a
tenth of an inch of rainfall will generally produce a discharge on
impervious surfaces. But again, remember that your facility may
be different, so don’t rely too heavily on a tenth of an inch.
48 HOURS WITH NO DISCHARGE
Another aspect of a qualifying storm event is that it occurs after a
period of 48 hours with no discharge – which doesn’t necessarily
mean 48 hours without precipitation. Remember, a QSE requires
flow from at least one outfall, so it could drizzle on and off for two
days before enough rain falls to cause a discharge, which would
trigger the start of the qualifying storm event. And while California
usually only gets rain during October-May, industrial permittees
are required to collect samples regardless of the time of year.
Thunderstorms in July could be classified as qualifying storm
events if they cause storm water to discharge from your site. This
would be a good time to remind everyone that industrial
permittees are on the hook for collecting four storm water samples

each year – two during July-December, and two during JanuaryJune.
NOT DURING DANGEROUS CONDITIONS
There’s one more important thing to remember. Even if a rain
storm creates flow from at least one outfall, and occurs after 48
hours of no discharge, it doesn’t necessarily mean you can safely
go out and sample. Section XI.C.6 of the Permit allows exceptions
for dangerous conditions. During flooding conditions, electrical
storms, or non-business hours, you are not required to collect
samples. Use your best judgment to determine if the conditions
are safe enough to sample – but also, don’t stretch the rules just
to save some money, or because you don’t want to go out in the
rain. You will need to explain in your Annual Report why you
didn’t go out and collect samples, and if the State doesn’t buy
your alibi, you could be in big trouble.
Finally, now’s a good time to go and double-check the sample
kits you received from the lab. Make sure you have all the bottles
you need, along with the correct Chain of Custody form. Check
and prepare your sampling equipment and PPE, and keep it all
together in a place that is readily accessible. And keep an eye
on the weather – don’t let a qualifying storm event sneak up on
you!

Calibrating pH Meters

“To Do List” for October:

Does the calibration process for pH meters confuse you? You’re not alone – sometimes
calibrating these finicky devices seems more like an art than a science. We recorded a
video explaining the calibration process on an Oakton pH pen, and by following a few
simple steps, you can learn how to accurately calibrate your pH meter. Don’t worry,
even though we use an Oakton pen in the video, the principles are the same for other
brands of pH meters.

 Perform the October monthly inspection
 If you haven’t done so, perform your Fall

storm water training for facility personnel.

 Complete the Level 1 ERA Evaluation (due

on Oct. 1) and start working with your QISP
to prepare the Technical Report (due on
Jan. 1, 2017).

Storm Water Awareness Week 2016
To all of you who participated in this year’s Storm
Water Awareness Week, we want to say a huge

THANK YOU!
We couldn’t have done it without you. In case you
haven’t heard, here are the final numbers for this
year’s event:

52
737

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_J8lxf1wUAE

WORKSHOPS

Can I use Litmus Paper?

REGISTRATIONS

Also, if you haven’t seen them already, don’t forget
to watch the keynote videos that we shot at
SeaWorld San Diego. Check out the full-page ad
below.

Some industrial dischargers are wondering if there is another, less expensive way to
test for pH. Well, there is, but it depends on your pH results from last year, and whether
your facility has entered Level 1 status for pH. If you recorded two or more pH results
that were less than 6.0 or greater than 9.0, this year your facility will have entered Level
1 status for pH, which means (among many other things) that you will be required to
use a “calibrated portable instrument,” as the Permit says, to monitor pH. See Permit
section XI.C.2 for more details about requirements for pH methods. And when you
calibrate your pH meter, it’s a good idea to keep a calibration log. Even though the new
Industrial General Permit no longer explicitly requires dischargers to maintain calibration
logs for five years, we still recommend it.

Need help with your facility’s Level 1 Evaluation and Report?
Give us a call at (209) 334-5363, ext. 114

Please contact us if you have any questions …
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